
 
 
 
 
 



Thank You All For Your Incredible Support With 
Mason’s Dream Room Makeover! 

 

                  
 

A Note From Dylan’s Family…  
 

 

To Rooms of Hope...  
 
As Shelley may have told you, Dylan has been battling leukemia since last 
July. Unfortunately, Dylan relapsed in April, during the middle of 
frontline treatment. This early relapse indicated a need for a bone 
marrow transplant, in order to give Dylan the best chance at survival. 
We just spent 5 weeks in the hospital for his transplant, and literally 
arrived home 2 days before the Rooms of Hope makeover! He is doing 
well,and although we still have a long road ahead of us, we are very 
hopeful.  
 
Due to Dylan's strict isolation guidelines and his compromised immune 
system, we were unable to have all of you present for the Reveal. We are 
so sorry! We would have loved for all of you to not only see the finished 
product, but to be able to witness the excitement and joy of our three 
boys when they saw their rooms. I know that the "Reveal Party" must be 
the most rewarding part for all of you! I hope you are able to see their 
excitement when you see the pictures that Sherry took. They absolutely 
LOVE their rooms and we are beyond amazed by the talent and creativity 
put into every detail. A HUGE thank you to their designers: Jill, Anne and  

Kelly. You did an AMAZING job of capturing their personalities, as well 
as their interests. A HUGE thank you to all who worked tirelessly to help 
create their dream rooms. Every bit of hard work from each and every 
one of you is so appreciated. Lastly, a HUGE thank you to Shelley, who 
helped make this possible for us. Shelley called to tell me about their 
makeovers the day after we found out about Dylan's relapse. Her timing 
couldn't have been more perfect...at a time when we needed some sort of 
joy, Rooms of Hope was there to lift our spirits! I will never forget my 
conversation with Shelley and my tears of joy when I found out what you 
were willing to do for Dylan and his brothers.  
 
Rooms of Hope gave my boys something to look forward to, during our 
toughest times. We will be eternally grateful for the impact you made on 
our lives, and the boys will cherish their rooms for years to come. Thank 
you for providing them a space to retreat, and a space for Dylan to heal 
as he recovers from his transplant. You are an amazing group of people! 
We appreciate ALL of you, from the bottom of our hearts.  
 
With Love and Gratitude, 
Roni, Rich, Dylan, Jack and Luke  



  

Dylan’s Vintage Theme Park...Where Dreams Come True! 
Creating Joy, Sharing Love & Bringing Hope To A Young Man Battling Cancer…  

 

                       



And We’d Never Leave Dylan’s Brothers Out… 
 

Jack’s Dream Bedroom…Sports & Gaming All The Way!!!     
 

 



 

Luke’s Dream Bedroom 
He Loves The Navy, Planes and Sports! 

       

 
 



 
Thank you, Rooms of Hope Designers… 

Jill Designed Luke’s Bedroom, Kelly Designed Jack’s Bedroom and Anne Designed Luke’s Bedroom 
 

Wonderful Job All…Designers and Room Volunteers Alike!!! 
 

             
 

 
 

Another Big Thank You To Our Rooms of Hope Board Members,  
 

Brook, Greg, Luci, Mike, Nancy, Nathan, Shelley & Stan Jr., Plus Lori & Stan, Sr. 
For Without Their Guidance, None Of This Would Be Made Possible! 

          

 



A Heartfelt Thanks Goes Out To All Of You! 
Our Incredible, Incredible, Incredible Donors & Sponsors…

 

It Takes A Village…Here’s A Few of You With The Family!!!   
 

 



 


